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THE COMPANY

About us
• Life Length is a global leading diagnostic biotech
company with a proprietary platform technology and
IP based on measuring telomere variables for aging and
age-related diseases.
• We are focused on using our assays for diagnostic and
prognostic applications in oncology. The predictive
diagnostics market in cancer alone is estimated at more
than €200 billion in worldwide annual sales.
• The Company already generates revenues in the field of
preventive medicine and in contract research and from
its COVID-related activities with clients in the USA, EU
and selected Asian markets.
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About us
• Life Length has developed a unique and proprietary high-throughput
technology. Robust, sensitive and reproducible, it can be combined with
other tests to provide a comprehensive picture of an individual’s overall
health and aging process.
• We offer testing services measuring telomerase activity as key health
biomarkers, advancing towards better and longer lifespans.
• Life Length has carried out several clinical studies in oncology with
excellent results and its most advanced assay is focused on improved
prostate cancer screening, which will be in the market in 2022.
• This assay is a risk scoring system for prostate cancer called PROSTAV®
which, in combination with existing PSA testing, predicts the need for
biopsy in patients with PSA 3-10, providing clinicians with a noninvasive method to improve patient management; reducing the use of
expensive, painful and invasive biopsies on patients not at risk and
promoting cost-effectiveness of clinical care.

• The company is also increasingly active in the infertility sector for
improved diagnosis and treatment decisions for male-factor infertility.
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Our technology: Telomere Analysis Technology® (TAT®)
No other company can provide information on individual telomeres except Life Length.
Telomere Length Percentiles
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TAT® and other technologies we offer
Life Length possesses four complementary Telomere Analysis Technologies.

TAT®
Proprietary for the
quantification of telomere
length individually
(in blood samples and from cell
culture).

Q-PCR
Quality Polymerase Chain
Reaction can be performed in
samples where only DNA is
available.

h-TERT expression
TRAP
Telomeric Repeat Amplification
Protocol
A highly sensitive measurement
of telomerase activity
(in blood samples and from cell
culture).

Relative measure of
Human Telomerase
Reverse Transcriptase RNA
expression in human cells.
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TAT® and other technologies we offer
You: 9.2 Kb

Comparison
of MTL telomere length.
Life
Length’s
TAT® is by far the
and–granular
technology
for measuring
< 7.8
78 – 8.5
8.2 – most
13.7 sensitive 13.7
15.3
> 15.3
VERY SHORT

SHORT

NORMAL

LONG

VERY LONG

against entire database
(to find severe outliers)

TAT uniquely measures telomeres at the
chromosomal level, providing the crucial
measure for cell senescence, aging and
age-related diseases. As an independent
predictive biomarker for many diseases,
Life Length’s telomere testing supports
clinical decision-making in early detection

and risk stratification.

Other labs are only able to report average
telomere length. No other company can
provide information on individual
telomeres except Life Length.
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Our Accreditations
Life Length is Spain’s most accredited laboratory and the only U.S.
federally accredited diagnostic laboratory by CMS and in more
than 65 countries under ISO 15189.

Authorized under
CLIA

State licenses granted

Pending

ME
WA

MT
OR

VT
NH MA

ND

ID
WY

MN

SD

UT

CA

CO

15189

MI

IA

NE

NV

NY
WI

KS

OH

IN

IL

PA

WV
KY

MO

OK

TX

NJ
DE
MD

Washington D.C.

SC

AR
MS

RI

NC

TN
NM

VA

CT

AL

GA

LA

AZ

FL

AK

I.
II.
III.

IV.

Management responsibility
Technical competency
Objectivity and impartiality
Methodological traceability

V.
VI.
VII.

CLIA License #
99D2112462

Reproducibility
Transparency
Continuous improvement
HI
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IP strategy
PCT: “Method for Measuring telomere length associated variables and uses
there off for the diagnosis and /or prognosis of telomeric associated diseases”.
Priority date December 26, 2018.

Individual National Phases to follow on 2021.

2017

Fully owned
proprietary
technology

Q1-2 2018

Industrial
Secret
Policy

Q2-3 2018

Patentability
Report

Q1-2 2019

Patent
Filing

Q3-4 2019

Freedom
to
Operate

European
Search
Report

2020

PCT
Publication

2021

National
Phases
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Life Length’s Peer-reviewed publications
Analytical validation of TAT: “Analytical validation of Telomere Analysis Technology for the HighThroughput Analysis of Multiple Telomere-Associated Variables”

Published on January 15, 2020
Prostate cancer biomarker study: “Telomere-based risk models for the early diagnosis of prostate

cancer”
Published on May 4, 2020

Lung cancer biomarker study: “Telomere-based risk models for the early diagnosis of lung cancer”
Currently in process for publication in 2021
Autologous and Allogeneic bone marrow transplant study: “Telomere-based study of childhood cancer:
Autologous and Allogenic bone marrow transplant”
Currently in process for publication in 2021
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Collaboration in 3rd party publications and studies
Life Length’s clients have published numerous publications demonstrating the unique
scientific and clinical value that our technology and services provide in different sectors.
Pharma

Biotech

Academia

Long-Term Stability and Differentiation Potential of Cryopreserved cGMP-Compliant
Human Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells.
The telomere gestational clock increasing short telomeres at term in the mouse.
A stably self-renewing adult blood-derived induced neural stem cell exhibiting
patternability and epigenetic rejuvenation.
Study of Telomere Length in Preimplanted Cultured Chondrocytes.

Zen meditation, Length of Telomeres, and the Role of Experiential Avoidance and
Compassion.
Prenatal undernutrition and leukocyte telomere length in late adulthood: the Dutch
famine birth cohort study.

Personal omics profiling dynamic molecular and medical phenotypes.
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Collaboration in 3rd party publications and studies
Life Length’s clients have published numerous publications demonstrating the unique
scientific and clinical value that our technology and services provide.
Nutraceuticals

Cosmetics

Effect of Lutein (Lute-gen®) on proliferation rate and telomere length in vitro and
possible mechanism of action.

A Natural Product Telomerase Activator Lengthens Telomeres in Humans: A
Randomized, Double Blind, and Placebo Controlled Study.
Bovine Colostrum, Telomeres, and Skin Aging
Ergothioneine Mitigates Telomere Shortening under Oxidative Stress Conditions
The telomerase activator TA-65 elongates short telomeres and increases health span of
adult/old mice without increasing cancer incidence.
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Life Length current services
CONTRACT RESEARCH

Product Development
(in vitro and in vivo studies for third parties)

IVD Oncology
PERSONALIZED MEDICINE

Anti-aging
Infertility

COVID-19 LABORATORY SERVICES

COVID-19 Testing

services and distribution
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Life Length is a global company
• Life Length works with clients all over
the world.
• The company’s Contract Research
Services division has numerous clients
of the top pharma and biotech
companies in the world as well as
prestigious academic institutions and
universities.

• In the Personalized Medicine business
line, we provide services to doctors in
more than 35 countries in concierge
and anti-aging medicine.
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Contract research services: selected non-confidential clients
We perform in-vitro and in-vivo studies for major pharmaceutical companies worldwide as well as companies developing

vitamins, supplements and similar products.
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Contract research services: the infertility project
We are also currently developing our assay for use in infertility.
Various publications suggesting that telomere length
can serve as a biomarker for male infertility
• We are the only company worldwide performing
telomere length measurements in sperm using this
advanced technology. We can test any type of
biological sample (PBMCs, sperm, embryo and
testicular biopsies).
• There is strong initial interest from IVF clinics.

Telomere Length (TL) and its role in infertility
• Embryo’s development
• Meiosis, fertilization and pronucleus formation

• Sperm cells
• Endometriosis
• PBMC’s
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Personalized medicine: anti-aging
There is a global movement of funds being invested in understanding aging and dramatically improve not only life span but
health span. Telomere biology is at the core of this effort.
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IVD: applications

ONCOLOGY

Pipeline of Products

PROSTATE CANCER

Research

LUNG CANCER

Development

Research

Validation

Development
Development

Validation

Market

MALE INFERTILITY

Research

2016/17

2018

Market

Validation

Research

HEALTH

Market

2019

Development

2020

2021

Validation

2022

Market

2023

2024

2025
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Personalized medicine: oncology

Prostate cancer

Lung cancer

Chronic
Lymphocytic
Leukemia (CLL)

Advanced solid
tumors immunotherapies

Solid tumors in
children

Hematopoietic
transplant in
children

Life Length was granted by the European Union’s H2020

Life Length was selected from over 3,000 proposals to

program with a grant of €3.1M in 2016. This project

carry out the largest clinical studies ever performed in

received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020

oncology with telomere diagnostics with the support 32

research and innovation program under grant agreement Nº

hospitals in Spain involving more than 6,000 patients.

738707.
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Prostate cancer screening: the problem we are addressing
The problem
Approximately 1.3 million prostate biopsies are
performed annually in the US alone and many times
that number globally, and between 65% to 80%
reveal no cancer.
Current prostate cancer screening is questionable
and controversial.
For the past 25 years, PSA-based (Prostate Specific
Antigen) screening for prostate cancer has been
widely implemented globally. And while annual PSA
testing has reduced deaths from prostate cancer,
urologists and health organizations over the world
now recognize that it is possible to significantly
improve the overall efficiency of screening by
reducing the immense number of unnecessary
prostate biopsies and corresponding treatments.

What is PSA and why is it far from the ideal screening test?
• PSA is a substance produced by the prostate gland, whose levels in blood can be
higher-than-normal in men with prostate cancer. However, high PSA is not cancer
specific, it can also be high if a man has an enlarged prostate or other prostate
problems, or even normal when, in fact, cancer is present.
• This problem is further exacerbated because the PSA leads to over biopsying hundreds
of thousands of men per year - a procedure that is expensive for the payers, invasive
and painful for the patient and presents risks of infection and other permanent side
effects including urinary incontinence and erectile dysfunction.

• Another significant disadvantage of this test is the identification of a high proportion of
men with clinically non-significant disease; meaning a cancer which is so low level that
it does not warrant treatment, only monitoring.

Consequences
As a result, there is a considerable medical need for improved biomarkers for prostate cancer
diagnosis with PSA results between 3 to 10 ng/ml to avoid a prostate biopsy for a large
number of subjects that are free of malignant disease. The perfect predictor should aim to
detect patients in need of a biopsy but only those that have clinically significant prostate
cancer, ensuring that patients with clinically significant prostate cancer are diagnosed.
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Our video about PROSTAV®
Click the link
PROSTAV® for improved prostate cancer screening
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Prostate cancer screening: current methodology
Screening
19M
men/year

Diagnostic

Grading and
Staging

1.3M
men/year
~700k
men/year
unnecessary
biopsies

Test used in
Screening

DRE *
PSA

*US Data

Biopsy
Positive

Histopathology
Gleason Score **

Suspicious
PSA >3ng/ml

~240,000
men/year
diagnosed
cancer

(*) DRE: Digital Rectal Exam
(**) Gleason Score: Measures tumor aggressivity and prognosis
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Prostate cancer treatment: majority of biopsied patients do not have cancer
Worldwide stats show that 65% of biopsied patients with elevated PSA’s do not actually have cancer and when
considering PSA results between 3 to 10 ng/ml, this figure increases to 75%*.

In the US,
approximately 80% of
biopsied patients do not
actually have cancer.

*https://scienceblog.cancerresearchuk.org/2018/03/06/why-a-one-off-psa-test-for-prostate-cancer-is-doing-men-more-harm-than-good/
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What are we trying to achieve? PROSTAV®
Screening
19M
men/year

Diagnostic
Significant
reduction of
1.3M
men/year

Grading and
Staging

Using Telomere Associated Variables (TAVs)
can dramatically reduce the number of
unnecessary biopsies.

Test used in
Screening

DRE *
PSA

Following a major two-year clinical study
involving 1,200 patients, Life Length’s
proprietary PROSTAV® assay can significantly
diagnose more accurately whether an individual
has prostate cancer.

Biopsy
Positive

Histopathology
Gleason Score **

Suspicious
PSA >3ng/ml

(*) DRE: Digital Rectal Exam
(**) Gleason Score: Measures tumor aggressivity and prognosis

240,000
men/year
diagnosed
cancer

*US Data
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PROSTAV®: the competitive landscape
• Various competing tests are based solely on
alternative measures of PSA and PSA based
variables. Their capacity to add real new value
to PSA is, therefore, limited.
• Our test is the most cost-efficient option and
the only one based on telomere associated
variables.
• ProsTAV® only requires a simple blood draw
and no fasting is required. Products which
work with urine samples, many times require a
prostatic massage beforehand.
• A recent publication from our biggest
competitor: SelectMDx® (MDx Health®),
showed a worse performance for the test than
previously reported.

Type
of test

Telomere
based

Other
biomarkers

TBD

$200

$300

$400

$500

$600

$700

$800

Test
price
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PROSTAV®: the competitive landscape
COMPANY

TEST

SAMPLE BIOMARKER

LIFE LENGTH

ProsTAV ®

Blood

n/a

PSA

Blood

% LESS
%
SENS/SPEC BIOPSIES

AUC

PPV/NPV

PRICE

TAVs + Clinical

0.690.89

0.34-0.37/0.87-0.97

90-94/32-48

32-48%

-

PSA

0.55

-

60/79

NA

$19

REFERENCES
• Telomere-based risk models for the early diagnosis of clinically significant prostate cancer |
Prostate Cancer and Prostatic Diseases
• Analytical Validation of Telomere Analysis Technology® for the High-Throughput Analysis of
Multiple Telomere-Associated Variables | Biological Procedures
• The Discovery of Prostate Specific Antigen as a Biomarker for the Early Detection of
Adenocarcinoma of the Prostate
• What primary care physicians should know about new markers in prostate cancer

BECKMAN
COULTER

PHI

OPKO
DIAGNOSTICS

4KSCORE

Total PSA, Free
PSA, p2PSA
isoform

0.71

Blood

Total PSA, Free
PSA, Intact PSA,
hK2

0.8-0.9

0.14/0.98

75/63

43%

$395

Urine

Exosomal RNA
(SPDEF, PCA3,
ERG)

0.7

0.36-0.41/0.89-0.91

92/34

27%

$795

HOXC6 and DLX1
mRNA

0.710.81

0.27/0.94

45-82/75-77

53%

$500

0.62

-

90/28

-

$450

(n/a)/87%

35-47%

TBD

Blood

EXODX

EXOSOMEDX

PROSTATE
INTELLISCORE

MDXHEALTH

SELECTMDX

Urine

METABOLON

PROSTARIX

Urine

MICHIGAN
MEDICINE

MI-PROSTATE
SCORE

Urine

Sarcosine, glycine,
alanine and
glutamate
TMPRSS2:ERG,
PCA3, PSA

0.24-0.38/0.89-0.97

82/80

21.7-50.2%

$72-130

• Cost-Effectiveness Analysis of Prostate Health Index in Decision Making for Initial Prostate
Biopsy
• Cost analysis of prostate cancer detection including the prostate health index (phi)
• 4KScore Predicts High-Grade Prostate Cancer, Prebiopsy
• The 4Kscore Is a Novel Blood Test That Can Accurately Identify the Risk of Aggressive Prostate
Cancer

• A urine-based Exosomal gene expression test stratifies risk of high-grade prostate Cancer in men
with prior negative prostate biopsy undergoing repeat biopsy
• Product’s brochure

0.88

0.28-0.33/0.93-0.98

• SelectMDx versus Prostate Health Index in the identification of high-grade prostate cancer.
• Company’s website
• Novel biomarkers for prostate cancer: An evidence-based review for use in clinical practice
• Evaluation of the Cost-Effectiveness of Novel Tests in the Screening and Diagnostic Phases of
Prostate Cancer Compared to Current Practice
• Urinary markers aiding in the detection and risk stratification of prostate cancer
• The use of biomarkers in prostate cancer screening and treatment
• Development and validation of a novel multivariate risk score to guide biopsy decisión for the
diagnosis of clinically significant prostate cancer

PROTEOMEDIX

PROCLARIX

Blood

THBS1, CTSD, total
PSA, free PSA

-

0.21-0.35/0.91-0.96

89-90/41-43

37%

TBD

• PROPOSe: A Real-life Prospective Study of Proclarix, a Novel Blood-based Test to Support
Challenging Biopsy Decision-making in Prostate Cancer

• Commercialized blood-, urinary-and tissue-based biomarker tests for prostate cancer diagnosis
and prognosis
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PROSTAV®: The 2nd clinical study
• After the data analysis of the first study, which included 1,200 prostate biopsied patients over more than two years with the support of major Spanish
hospitals and expert KOLs in the field, we started a second study. This focused on first biopsied patients with PSA levels between 3 and 10 ng/ml.
• This efficacy study was based on the comparison of the results of the PROSTAV examination and diagnostic biopsy of significant prostate cancer.

Participants
•

4 Major Spanish hospitals

•

1 Spanish Urology Clinic

•

2 US sites:
•

Houston Methodist

•

Miami Urology Clinic
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PROSTAV®: The 2nd clinical study
PROSTAV001 Study: Measurement of Telomere Associated Variables (TAV) for their diagnostic use for prostate cancer.
Increase the sample in order to generate:
AIM OF THE STUDY

• More robust results.
• Differentiated cohorts of patients.
• Solid clinical evidence for Regulatory and Market Access purposes.

CENTERS

7 centers.

BIOBANKS

Pending: Prospective samples (approximately 150).
Pending: Denmark (Independent cohort): Agreement with HGH for a prospective collection and a publication.

RECRUITMENT

Target of 890 patients with already 480 included.

RESULTS

The interim analysis shows very promising results, with training-validation results of 94-95% sensitivity and
48-57% specificity, depending on the model’s threshold.

TIMELINE

June 2019 – July 2022

NCT04124900
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PROSTAV®: the new report
• The interim analysis has also allowed
us to design a report according to the
guidelines of our KOLs.
• This new report is designed to provide

all the relevant to the urologist or
specialist in order to make a more
informed decision about whether to
biopsy the patient or not.
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PROSTAV®: the regulatory pathway
EU 2021 - 2022

US 2022 - 2023

Rest of the World
2023 - 2024
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PROSTAV®: European regulatory roadmap
With the current regulation, ProsTAV® must follow the IVDD regulation in order to be self-certified in the EU market. This will allow
ProsTAV® to be commercialized in the EU market until May 2022. From May 2022 onwards, ProsTAV® will need to be certified under
the new IVDR regulation.

ISO13485

H1 2021

H2 2021

H2 2022

H1 2022

CE Marking - IVDD

✓
✓

Early entry in EU market

CE Marking - IVDR

Considered as an IVD
Categorized as a software, with direct medical purpose

IVD Software
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PROSTAV®: European regulatory roadmap
IVDD
Our new product is considered by all regulations as an In Vitro Diagnostic tool (IVD)
Classification under the IVDD (IVDD 98/79/EC) – valid until May 2022.
“ProsTAV® is neither a self-testing IVD, nor falls into list A or B of IVD’s requiring NB oversight. ProsTAV® falls into “General Others”, therefore,
should follow the self-certification route”

IVDR
Classification under the IVDR (IVDR 2017/746) – valid from May 2022.
New regulation coming into force for In Vitro Diagnostic in May 2022. Therefore, once ProsTAV® is on the EU market as a self-certified IVDD,
ProsTAV® will be submitted as an IVD under the IVDR regulation (IVDR 2017/746).

ProsTAV® is intended by the manufacturer to be used as an in vitro diagnostic device for prostate cancer screening. Thus, according to annex VIII,

section 2, paragraph 2.3 (h) of the EU IVDR 2017/746, ProsTAV® falls under rule 3 and therefore it is classified as a Class C IVD.
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PROSTAV®: European regulatory roadmap
Classification under IVDR (IVDR 2017/746) – valid from May 2022.
‘in vitro diagnostic medical device’ means any medical device which is a reagent, reagent product, calibrator, control material, kit, instrument,
apparatus, piece of equipment, software or system, whether used alone or in combination, intended by the manufacturer to be used in vitro for the
examination of specimens, including blood and tissue donations, derived from the human body, solely or principally for the purpose of providing
information on one or more of the following:
(a)

concerning a physiological or pathological process or state;

(b)

concerning congenital physical or mental impairments;

(c)

concerning the predisposition to a medical condition or a disease;

(d)

to determine the safety and compatibility with potential recipients;

(e)

to predict treatment response or reactions;

(f)

to define or monitoring therapeutic measures.

Specimen receptacles shall also be deemed to be in vitro diagnostic medical devices;

IVDR (2017/746): Annex VIII – Classification Rules (7 rules)
Rule 3: Devices are classified as class C if they are intended:
(h) to be used in screening, diagnosis, or staging of cancer
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PROSTAV®: U.S.A. regulatory roadmap
With the current regulation, ProsTAV® should be classified as a class III product. The next step is to prepare the regulatory strategy for a

pre-submission meeting with the FDA and a Premarket Approval application (PMA).

ISO13485

H1 2021

H2 2021

H1 2022

Presubmission
meeting - FDA

✓
✓

H2 2022

Premarket Approval
(PMA)

Considered as an IVD
Categorized as a class III product

IVD Software
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PROSTAV®: product development
EARLY ENTRY IN EU MARKET

Clinical
Validation
2016

ONCOCHECK STUDIES
2017

2018

Regulation
IVD

2nd CLINICAL STUDY
2019

2020

H1 2021

H2 2021

H1 2022

H2 2022

CE Marking - IVDD
EU consultant-based strategy

ISO
CE Marking - IVDR
FDA Market Approval (PMA)
ROW regulatory pathway starts
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Global prostate cancer diagnostic market
•

Prostate cancer is a leading cause of death worldwide, nearly 10M deaths
in 2020 according to WHO.

•

1.41M new cases reported in 2020 and incidence rates varying in
different part of the world.

•

Highest rates in Northern-Western Europe and North America. According
to WHO, in the EU in 2019, 450,000 new men were diagnosed with
prostate cancer, accounting for 22% of all newly diagnosed cancer cases.
Around 212,000 new cases of prostate cancer have been registered in
2018 in the US which is around 18.5% of the overall cancer cases.

•

Global prostate cancer diagnostics market was worth US$1.64B in 2020
driven by sales of preliminary and confirmatory tests, forecasted to reach
US$7.52B by 2026. The market faced a small decline in 2020 due to
COVID-19 situation.

•

Preliminary screening test segment is expected to hold the largest market
currently with US$1.32B in 2020 and to reach US$6.30B in 2027.
Preliminary screening market share is forecasted to grow to 83.8% in
2027.
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EU prostate cancer diagnostic market
Since 2015 there has been a 7% reduction in deaths from prostate cancer in the EU due to better diagnosis and treatment.

The prostate diagnostic market growth was €872M in 2017 and €880M in 2020, expected to reach €3.3B in 2027 (1).

By 2022, the European Commission plans to update the recommendation on cancer screening, to ensure it reflects the latest available
scientific evidence incl. prostate cancer screening guidelines. The idea is to consider the latest developments in cancer screening
technologies, and assess advances in personalized medicine, AI, big data and other technologies.
New EU guidelines for screening will become a driver for the PROSTAV market adoption
Healthcare expenditure / inhabitant: average of €2,994 - https://bit.ly/3hYJKgD
473,344 new cases of prostate cancer per year in Europe in 2020 - https://bit.ly/3xBZ6OK
PSA cost: €13/test (2).
Biopsy costs: €528 on average from public and private market (2).
(1) Data Source: ‘Prostate Cancer Diagnostics Market Global Forecast by Type (Preliminary Screening, Confirmatory Test, PCA3, Trans-rectal Ultrasound, Biopsy), End Users, Regions,
Company Analysis’ - Renub Research Report, May, 2021 .
(2) Data Source: ‘Prostate Cancer Screening in EU, preliminary market et epidemiology overview’ Viromii report, July 7th 2021.
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Market potential in the primary EU countries
The Netherlands

France
67.3M

17.4M
€4,480

Denmark

€3,969

5.8M
€5,256

Portugal
10.3M

Germany

€1,877

83.1M
€4,627

Spain
47.3M

Italy

€2,310

59.6M
€2,534

Population

Healthcare expenditure/inhabitant

(*) Countries taken into consideration have a Caucasian population between 85 – 95%.
(**) Only evaluated markets are presented.
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Market potential in the primary EU countries
The Netherlands
France
PS
A

€887*
250,000

Portugal
PS
A

PS
A

214.4

172.7
€481*

25,000

83.6% (S)

95.5% (C)

136.5

Denmark

172.9

PS
A

€797*
10,000

19,800

26% (D)

Germany
PS
A

Spain

162.1

PS
A

€445*
80,000

PSA PSA tests

34.9% (C)

€200*

Italy

15.7% (D)

PS
A

PCa Incidence (ASR)

156.4
€559*

140,000

24.2% (C)

124.5
€350*
137,000

10% (S/C)

Prostate biopsies (last available data)

Biopsy cost
% of population with a private insurance
•
•
•

(C) Complementary
(D) Duplicate
(S) Supplementary

(*) Biopsy price is referred to the procedure.
(**) Only evaluated markets are presented.
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US prostate cancer diagnostic market
• US prostate diagnostic market was worth US$423.7M in 2019 and US$342.7M in 2020 declining
due to the COVID-19 situation; expected to reach US$1.11B by 2027 (1).
• Prostate cancer is the 3rd most common form of cancer, over 1.3M prostate cancer cases were
diagnosed in the year 2018 (1). One in every 9 men is expected to be diagnosed with prostate
cancer during his lifetime.
• The soaring healthcare expenditure is making the management and treatment of various diseases
more affordable, fueling the expansion of the US prostate cancer diagnostic market.
• Healthcare expenditure / inhabitant: US$11,582 in 2019 - https://cutt.ly/dmnT4jm
• About 248,530 new cases of prostate cancer in Northern America 2021 - https://cutt.ly/pmnYqmO
• PSA cost: around US$40 /test - https://cutt.ly/bmnYwLm
• Biopsy cost: US$2,198 on average from private market (2) and ranging from US$407 to US$2,587 https://cutt.ly/lmnT5Q7

(1) Data Source: ‘Prostate Cancer Diagnostics Market Global Forecast by Type (Preliminary Screening, Confirmatory Test, PCA3, Trans-rectal Ultrasound,
Biopsy), End Users, Regions, Company Analysis’ - Renub Research Report, May 2021 .
(2) Data Source: ‘Prostate Cancer Screening in EU, preliminary market et epidemiology overview’ Viromii report, July 7, 2021.
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Lung cancer screening: the problem we are addressing
The problem

Biomarkers for Lung Cancer Screening

Lung cancer is one of the top three cancer types in
terms of incidence and first in mortality worldwide.

• Biomarkers are needed to prioritize high-risk individuals for lung cancer
screening.

Lung cancer is mostly detected in advanced stages
with a poor prognosis, while if diagnosed in early
stages mortality is drastically reduced (80% vs 510%).
However, the only screening test available is LDCT
(Low Dose CT Scan), which has demonstrated a 20%
reduction in lung cancer mortality, but it has a very
high false positive rate.
False positives lead to expensive and risky follow up
procedures like biopsies.
Although the risk is low, also some people develop
radiation-induced cancers.

• Biomarkers derive from integrative analysis of molecular and clinical data from
patients.
• Validated biomarker combinations can improve patient risk stratification and
early diagnosis.

Consequences
There is a lack of specific biomarkers in lung cancer which makes early diagnosis
very difficult.
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Lung cancer screening: PNEUMOTAV®
Life Length wants to develop Telomere Associated Variables (TAV) based algorithms to improve early diagnose of lung
cancer in high-risk patients; a simple blood test, easy to include in regular check-ups -low cost- that can solve the lack of
screening tools for this cancer (in combination with other biomarkers).

The results in a preliminary study show a great potential to use PNEUMOTAV as the new screening tool for early
lung cancer detection. PNEUMOTAV offers a high sensitivity (80%) and specificity (96%), but what is even more
important: the highest PPV value (60%) with the lowest prevalence (6%) ever reported for any other test .
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Lung cancer screening: PNEUMOTAV®
FOR SCREENING
CLINICAL UTILITY
screening

Our results have showed that
PNEUMOTAV offers the highest

Clinical utility for

Positive Predictive Value (PPV) with the
lowest prevalence ever reported for any
other test, making it the test with the
highest clinical value for screening of

high-risk population.

TRL 0

STAGE OFStage
DEVELOPMENT
of
development

TRL 9 (MARKET)
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The market for lung cancer screening is enormous
According to the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force:
Annual screening for lung cancer with low-dose computed tomography (LDCT) in adults aged 50 to 80 years who
have a 20 pack-year smoking history is recommended.

About 23 million people in the European Union alone
fit this recommendation.
In Spain, the figure is nearly 3 million people.

14.5 million people in the United States are
eligible for annual screening.
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PNEUMOTAV®: an enormous opportunity
About 23 million people in the European Union fit this recommendation…

Assuming a price of $200

Market size of
$4.6 billion+

23 million individuals for
screening
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PNEUMOTAV®: an enormous opportunity
Over 14.5 million people in the United States are eligible for annual screening…

Assuming a price of $200

Market size of
$2.9 billion+

14.5 million individuals for
screening
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Milestones for the next 12 months
• Final results for PROSTAV® from the multi-centric efficacy study with U.S. and Spanish major
hospitals participating.

• CE marking and ISO 13485 granted for PROSTAV®
• Submission of ProsTAV® as an IVD under the IVDD: early entry in the EU market.
• Preparing ProsTAV® Technical documentation to comply with the IVDR.
• Submission of ProsTAV® as an IVD under the IVDR.

• Next clinical publication: “Telomere-based blood test for lung cancer diagnosis”.
• First patent granted “Method for Measuring Telomere Associated Variables and Uses Thereof
for the Diagnosis and/or Prognosis of Telomere-Associated Diseases”.

Beyond 12 months
• FDA regulatory filings and submission for PROSTAV® approval in the US.
• Further studies of oncology biomarkers.
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COVID-19 laboratory services: facing the pandemic
• Since the beginning of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, Life Length
has looked for ways to contribute to controlling COVID-19 in
Spain.
• We currently offer all tests available:
• RT-PCR (45 CTs; 3 genes)
• ELISA (IgA/IgM/IgG)
• Antibody quick test
• Antigen quick test
• COVID Cellular Inmunity Test

• To this date, we have performed more than 300,000 RT-PCR
tests.
• We’ve hired over 60 new people to provide 7 day/week service
and are the only laboratory in Madrid to provide same-day PCR
test results valid for travel to any country in the world.
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COVID-19 laboratory services: facing the pandemic
• Personalized services for companies helping them to keep their
workspace COVID free.
• Services of analysis for medical clinics.
• COVID testing for individuals to help keep their families and close
ones safe and to be able to travel; we offer RT-PCR same-day
results.
• Our PCR detects 3 regions of the viral RNA: 45 cycles (CTs) protein
S (spike), protein N (nucleocapsid) and ORF1 ab, which makes our
test one of the best with a reliability of 99%.

• We work with more than 10 embassies including Japan and the
USA, among others.
• Results in Spanish and English.
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Life Length as a breakthrough asset for a diagnostic franchise
• Global diagnostic company with a proprietary platform technology to measure
telomere length and activity for screening, diagnosis and prognosis:

• Determining the biological aging of individuals;
• Measuring correlation between drugs’ activity (also stem cells) and aging of
cells; and
• Providing prognostics in age-related diseases like cancer.

• Currently market leader in telomere diagnostics, building additional and significant
barriers to entry through its first-mover advantage, database, partnership model,
quality of its scientific and management team and brand.
• Significant market size for innovative screening, diagnostic and prognostic assays in

oncology due to rise in cancer incidence and associated treatment costs. Precision
medicine and low cost improved non-invasive biomarkers offers patients, physicians
and payers more powerful tools for better patient outcomes at lower costs.
• Global market size of more than €1 billion in prostate cancer screening alone.

• Solving an unmet market need: Early cancer screening/diagnosis through
affordable non-invasive methods.
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Life Length as a breakthrough asset for a diagnostic franchise
• Strong results for the PROSTAV® study demonstrate the ability to
screen early-stage cancer and to significantly reduce unneeded
prostate biopsies at an affordable price, saving many patients from
undergoing these procedures and generating significant healthcare
savings.
• Further studies including lung cancer and leukemia will soon follow
to add further clinical application for the company’s TAV / TAT
platform.
• Expecting market launch in 2022 for our first product in oncology
which shall take the company to the next level in terms of revenue
and profitability.
• Attractive timing this year in the light of the milestones to come.
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For further information, please contact

Stephen J. Matlin
CEO
smatlin@lifelength.com
+34 91 737 1298 (office)
+34 629 343 694 (mobile)
c/ Miguel Ángel, 11
Madrid 28010 - Spain
www.lifelength.com

